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Within this decade, we expect that one-to-one e-learning will be the dominant 
paradigm in K-12 education. Every student and teacher will have a computing 
device with a wireless broadband connection to the vast educational 
resources on the Internet. An e-learning revolution is beginning.

HP has teamed up with leading educational technology companies to offer a 
one-to-one wireless mobile computer classroom solution. The mobile classroom 
incorporates MobiLAN ONE from Wireless Information Networks (WIN), and 
laptops, peripherals, and wireless network components from HP.

The mobile classroom provides schools with a transitional solution toward the 
one-to-one e-learning model and allows them to introduce one-to-one activities 
into the curriculum throughout the school day to different students and in 
different environments.

This solution will be delivered to your school by Wireless Information 
Networks and their skilled technician will instruct your staff on the use of the 
wireless mobile classroom.

The HP wireless mobile computer classroom: 
   • WIN’s MobiLAN ONE, the first and only motorized wireless computer  
      lab. It's self-propelled so any teacher can easily take it anywhere, and it's               
      safer than those bulky non-motorized units whose weight and momentum  
      can cause serious safety problems. A single class can use all computers  
      or they can be divided up as necessary.
   • An on-board wireless transceiver that enables easy access to the Internet  
      from anywhere in the school.
   • An automatic charging system that works overnight, with a simple plug in.
   • Advanced locking technology for security.
   • 30 HP XE3 notebook PCs, each with an HP 802.11b wireless LAN card.
   • Prices from $58,000.

Mobile classroom recommended options:
   • NetSchools Orion, the award-winning online curriculum alignment and  
      integration system. For one low price, sign up for an annual subscription  
      to NetSchools Orion for up to eight teachers and administrators and up  
      to 120 students and their parents. Price includes staff training by       
      NetSchools staff. Annual subscription and training: $9,000.
   • An hp all-in-one printer, scanner, copier, fax securely mounted right on     
      top. Prices vary, depending on configuration.
   • An hp digital camera.
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click
www.hp.com/go/mobileclass

or call WIN
1.877.662.4526


